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Abstract 

 

This Thesis will be carried out in collaboration with the French Swimming Federation and will 

generally aim to provide assistance in the assessment of physical and tactical needs in water 

polo. To know individually the training load and the performances during a match, several 

indicators (the distance covered, the number of sprints, the number of dives, the maximum 

speed, average, etc.,) must go up to the coach. The objective of this project will be to 

precisely locate (about 20cm) water polo players during matches and training. For this, it will 

be necessary to deploy a localization system and integrate it into a swimming cap 

(waterproof device). Main objectives can define as Performance Optimization, Injury 

Prevention, Life Balance Improvement, and Training Efficiency. The initial focus lies on 

selecting and validating the localization technology, with Ultra-Wideband (UWB) being the 

preferred choice. This technology, known for its wide frequency spectrum, holds great 

potential for precise and accurate localization. The subsequent step involves handling the 

devices effectively, ensuring seamless integration into the project framework. Once the 

devices are in place, the deployment of a robust localization system takes center stage, 

setting the foundation for accurate positioning. The project team then dedicates efforts to 

optimize both static and moving accuracy, fine-tuning the system to deliver precise location 

data in various scenarios. comprehensive performance testing and evaluation are 

conducted, meticulously exploring the system's capabilities, and validating its effectiveness. 

Throughout the project, rigorous experiments were designed and carried out to assess the 

performance of UWB technology in accurately determining the positions of individuals within 

indoor sporting environments. These experiments encompassed diverse scenarios, taking 

into account factors such variations in movement patterns, and the presence of potential 

obstacles or interference. The results obtained from these experiments provide valuable 

insights into the effectiveness and applicability of UWB technology for indoor localization in 

the specific sport case study. They contribute to the body of knowledge surrounding indoor 

positioning systems, offering evidence to support the validation of UWB technology as a 

reliable solution for accurately tracking and localizing athletes or participants in indoor 

sporting environments. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In today's era of automation and digitalization, accurate navigation of both individuals and 

devices within indoor environments has become crucial for a growing number of 

applications. While the performance of outdoor positioning has significantly improved with 

the emergence of global satellite positioning systems, many mass-market applications 

require seamless positioning capabilities in all environments. Consequently, indoor 

positioning has become an increasingly important focus of research and development efforts 

over the past decade. Indoor positioning systems aim to provide accurate and reliable 

location information within complex indoor environments, such as shopping malls, airports, 

and hospitals, where traditional GPS technology may not be sufficient. Such systems have 

applications in diverse fields, including athlete tracking in sport, asset tracking, logistics, 

emergency response, etc. The development of robust and accurate indoor positioning 

systems is, therefore, a critical area of research for the advancement of various industries 

and the improvement of daily life. Recent advancements in indoor positioning technology 

have led to the development of high-precision positioning systems, such as Ultra-Wideband 

(UWB) technology, which offers sub-meter accuracy and low latency in indoor environments.  

Sciences2024 is a collaborative research program dedicated to supporting French athletes in 

their quest for success at the Paris 2024 Olympic and Paralympic Games. The program 

brings together various scientific disciplines and experts to optimize athletic performance and 

maximize athletes' potential. Sciences2024 aims to leverage scientific advancements and 

research to enhance training methodologies and improve athletes' overall performance. The 

program utilizes state-of-the-art technology, such as motion capture systems and wearable 

sensors, to gather precise data on athletes' movements, energy expenditure, and 

physiological responses. This data-driven approach allows for tailored training programs and 

interventions. Collaboration between academia, research institutions, sports federations, and 

athletes are a key aspect of Sciences2024. By fostering knowledge exchange and expertise, 

the program promotes innovation and advances the scientific understanding of sports 

performance. 
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CHAPTHER 1: Water Polo Rules and Gameplay Analysis 

This section provides a comprehensive overview of the rules and gameplay of water polo, a 

highly competitive and physically demanding sport played in water, and to equip readers with 

a solid understanding of the fundamental aspects of water polo, including the rules governing 

the game, player positions, scoring, and essential knowledge required to excel in this sport.  

History: 

The captivating history of water polo traces its origins back to the Victorian English Society, 

emerging as a product of the industrial revolution and the burgeoning interest in sports. In 

the mid-1870s, as England experienced rapid urbanization due to industrialization, the 

construction of public baths provided the opportunity for people to both cleanse themselves 

and learn to swim. It was during this time that a new aquatic game, dubbed "football in the 

water," began to take shape. 

Between 1877 and 1885, English Clubs introduced the game within swimming clubs, and the 

English Swimming Association established the first set of rules. Concurrently, water polo was 

already being played in Scotland. The inaugural national championships were held in 1886 in 

Scotland and 1888 in England. Initially, water polo was an exclusively male competition, 

characterized by raw strength and swimming prowess. From 1890 to 1900, water polo 

rapidly gained popularity across Europe, leading to the organization of numerous 

tournaments in countries such as Germany, Austria, France, Belgium, Hungary, and Italy. 

These competitions followed the rules developed in England. The significance of water polo 

expanded further when it made its Olympic debut at the 1900 Games in Paris, marking the 

second edition of the Olympics. The participating teams represented their respective 

countries, showcasing the global reach of the sport. 

A significant milestone in the evolution of water polo occurred in 1908 with the establishment 

of FINA (Fédération Internationale de Natation), which standardized the rules and 

regulations governing the sport. By 1911, countries around the world were playing water polo 

based on the same set of rules. During this period, Great Britain emerged as a dominant 

force in international water polo.Despite the setbacks caused by the First World War, the 

popularity of water polo continued to spread globally. The sport persisted and thrived, 

captivating athletes and enthusiasts alike, shaping the competitive landscape of aquatic 

sports. 
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Figure 1: England 1900, an early water polo game 

The rich history of water polo stands as a testament to its enduring appeal and remarkable 

journey from its humble beginnings to becoming an established and respected sport 

worldwide. It serves as a reminder of the sport's evolution, its ability to transcend borders, 

and the passion and dedication of those who have contributed to its growth and success.[61] 

Rules and Regulations: 

The Field of play: The overall Field of Play will be 30.60m * 20.00m for men and 25.60m * 

20.00m for women. The distance between the goal lines shall not be less than 20 meters 

and not more than 30 meters for games played by men. The distance between the goal lines 

shall not be less than 20 meters and not more than 25 meters for games played by women. 

The width of the field of play shall be not less than 10 meters and not more than 20 meters. 

Official table: The designated location where other necessary officials and authorized 

persons carry out their responsibilities during a game. 

Flying Substitution Area: The area designated by the Rules at the side of the Field of Play 

where flying substitutions may occur (Red Area on Figure 1.2). 

Goal line: the end of the field of play, formed by the front face of the goal post. 

Goal area: Is a rectangular box extending 2 meters from the lateral outsides of the goal 

posts to the 2-meter line opposite the goal line. In this area, attacking players must not enter 

without possession of the ball, unless they are behind the line of the ball. 

5-meter line: Is the line from where penalty throw should be taken. 
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Figure 3: Water polo FINA rules and regulations 

6-meter area: is an area within 6 meters of the goal line where some fouls according to the 

penalty rules, become a penalty foul. 

Half distance line: Line which divides the length of the field of play into two equal halves at 

its midpoint. 

Goalkeeper: individual member of a team, wearing a cap 1 or 13, whose main role is to 

prevent the ball from entering the goal. 

Advantage: The opportunity of an attacking player and/ or the attacking team to continue to 

play the ball to generate an opportunity to score. Referees must officiate such that the 

attacking team can maintain its advantage. 

Red Card: Signal from the referee to indicate an exclusion from the remainder of the game 

to a player, coach, or any team official. 

Yellow Card: Warning signal from the referee to the coach for inappropriate behavior or 

insufficient bench discipline, or for repeated simulation and persistent foul play of a team. 

Referee: An official responsible for conducting the game with designated functions fixed by 

the Rules. 
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Possession Clocks: Teams have 30 seconds to shoot, and Time resets on shots and 

exclusions. 

Start of Periods: All players line up behind the goal line, referee whistles and players sprint 

for ball on halfway line. 

Scoring: Ball must be 100% over goal line to score and can score with any part of body 

except clenched fist. 

Players: Each team must consist of a maximum of thirteen players: eleven field players and 

two goalkeepers. A team must start the game with not more than seven players, one of 

whom shall be the goalkeeper and who shall wear the goalkeeper’s cap. Five reserves may 

be used as substitutes and one reserve goalkeeper who may be used only as a substitute 

goalkeeper. A team playing with less than seven players shall not be required to have a 

goalkeeper. If a team has no more substitutes apart from the substitute goalkeeper, either 

the goalkeeper or substitute goalkeeper, if applicable, may play as a field player. 

Substitutes: At any time in the game, a player or goalkeeper may be substituted by leaving 

the field of play at the team’s exclusion re-entry area. The substitute may enter the field of 

play from the exclusion re-entry area as soon as the player has visibly risen to the surface of 

the water within the re-entry area and touched hands above the water with the substitute. 

Substitution from the ‘flying substitution’ area is also allowed when the substitute enters the 

area from behind the extended goal line, both players, the exiting player and the substitute, 

are in the water, outside of the field of play and touch hands above the water. A substitute 

shall be ready to replace a player, without delay. If the substitute is not ready, the game shall 

continue without the substitute and, at any time, the substitute may then enter the field of 

play from the team’s designated substitution areas, after touching hands where applicable. 

Referees: For World Aquatics events, the officials shall consist of two referees, two assistant 

referees, timekeepers and secretaries and a video assistant referee, each with the powers 

and duties specified in. 

Game duration: Teams play four periods, each period consisting of eight minutes of actual 

playing time; a total of 32 minutes. Actual play starts at the beginning of each period, when a 

player touches the ball, stops on every stoppage indicated by the referee or shot clock and 

continues after every stoppage when the player puts the ball into play according to the 

Rules, shoots or passes the ball. The quarter breaks are 2 minutes, and half time is 5 

minutes long. 
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Timeout: A one-minute stoppage of play available to the attacking team at any time, except 

at the awarding of a penalty throw or during a VAR review. Each team is entitled to two 

timeouts per game. Each timeout is 1 minute.  

Ordinary fouls: 

False Start: To begin the start of play improperly, either before the signal from the referee or 

pushing off from or affecting the alignment of the goal.  

Foul: A violation of a rule resulting in a stoppage of the game clock and the awarding of a 

free throw. There are two types of fouls:  

• Physical fouls (physical contact of a player preventing an opposing player from continuing 

with movement)  

• Technical fouls (against rules, e.g., false start or restart, to strike the ball with clenched fist, 

two hands, etc.)  

Ball under: Ordinary foul called against a player for taking the ball under water when tackled 

by an opponent or with intent to hide a ball from an opponent. 

Push-off: To use the hand, arm, foot, or another body part to push off an opponent to gain 

an advantage.  

Kicking: A blow, strike or forceful thrust with the foot to an opponent's body or face, which is 

a personal foul.  

Simulation: To pretend to be fouled.  

To drive: An attacking move by a player who is facing an opponent and who attempts to 

aggressively swim by that player to a position of advantage closer to the goal.  

To tackle: To hold, sink, pull back or impede a player who is holding the ball.  

Holding the ball: Lifting, carrying or touching the ball but not including dribbling the ball. 

 

Exclusion fouls: 

 

Improper Entry: Entry of a player into the game during play not in accordance with the 

rules.  

Exclusion Foul: A foul where a player is excluded from taking part in the game for a period 

as prescribed in the Rules.  

Misconduct: Any improper behavior, including being disrespectful towards a referee or 

opponent, as well as showing disregard for an instruction from the referee.  
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Violent action: An action by a player intended to cause harm or to injure another player or 

official, regardless of whether contact is made.  

Aggressive foul play: Behavior that can lead to injuries of opponents. The intention of 

these kinds of fouls is to destroy and completely stop the advantage or progress of the game 

or a player, or to provoke the opponent.   

To Impede: To obstruct movement with unallowed physical acts, like holding or blocking an 

opponent.  

To hold an opponent: To use the hands, arms or legs to hold onto an opponent with the 

intention of restricting movement.  

To sink: To push an opponent under the water.  

To Pull back: To pull an opposing player.  

To interfere with a free throw, goal, or penalty throw: To disrupt or interfere with the 

taking of any of these throws.  

Disproportionate movements: To make any movement with intent to kick or strike, even if 

the player fails to make contact.  

Counterattack: The transition by the attacking team that brings the ball quickly from one 

end of the field to the other in an attempt to score before the defensive team can get into 

position.  
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CHAPTHER 2: Ultra-Wide Band Technology 

Indoor Positioning Systems (IPSs) leverage a diverse range of signal technologies, including 

radio frequency, infrared, ultrasonic, inertial, optical, and electromagnetic. These 

technologies work collectively to estimate the location of the target device within indoor 

spaces. To achieve accurate positioning results, IPSs often combine measurements from 

two or more signal technologies. However, different indoor positioning applications may have 

varying performance requirements. Therefore, the selection of the appropriate technology 

becomes crucial in meeting these specific application needs. 

Ultra-Wideband (UWB) is a wireless short-range radio technology that utilizes a wide 

spectrum to propagate information. This is achieved through the modulation of either a 

carrier-based waveform or a carrier-less baseband signal in the form of short-width pulses. 

As defined by the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) and the International 

Telecommunication Union (ITU)-R, UWB is characterized by a spectrum occupying a 

bandwidth greater than 20% of the central frequency or having a bandwidth of at least 500 

MHz. The UWB RF signal operates within an ultra 500 MHz bandwidth, enabling the 

transmission of large data sizes while consuming lesser energy compared to other 

technologies. In distinguishing between narrowband (NB), wideband (WB), and UWB, the 

FCC classification scheme utilizes a dimensionless, frequency-independent indicator known 

as fractional bandwidth (BF). 

In 2002, the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) recognized UWB technology as a 

promising and emerging advancement with wide-ranging applications. These applications 

include imaging systems, ground-penetrating radars (GPRs), wall-imaging systems, medical 

systems, surveillance systems, vehicular radar systems, communications, and measurement 

systems. UWB technology possesses the capability to transmit high data rates using tiny 

pulses spread over wider frequency bands, resulting in a low power spectral density (PSD). 

This characteristic enables UWB signals to exhibit exceptional penetration capability 

compared to most RF waves. Additionally, certain UWB signal types, like impulse radio 

UWB, do not require sinusoidal carrier waves, further reducing the power required for 

transmission. 

Given these advantages, UWB emerges as a prominent candidate for real-time applications, 

including tracking and navigation, sensor network communications, ranging and imaging, 

and extremely high-data-rate short-range communication (e.g., wireless UWB). The adoption 

of UWB has gained momentum in personal area networks (PANs), precise indoor 

positioning, and indoor tracking and navigation systems. UWB positioning relies on the 
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unique radio frequency characteristics associated with UWB technology to provide accurate 

indoor location estimates based on time of arrival (TOA), angle of arrival (AOA), and time 

difference of arrival (TDOA) of the signal. The UWB positioning signal is characterized by a 

low-power, short-pulse transmission with a large bandwidth which imparts robustness, 

precision, and security to the system. 

ADVANTAGES: 

In 2002, the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) granted public access to UWB 

technology, which was previously exclusively used for classified applications by the US 

military. UWB signals are characterized by short pulses transmitted over large bandwidth 

ranges, typically between 3.1 and 10.6 GHz, giving UWB a clear advantage over 

narrowband (NB) signals. The significant bandwidth and short duty cycle of UWB result in a 

higher data rate and capacity, making it a suitable choice for implementing RF-based Indoor 

Positioning Systems (IPS). 

One of the key advantages of UWB is that it operates in the unlicensed spectrum, allowing 

anyone to use it without prior notification. Additionally, the pulse nature of the UWB signal 

enhances its penetration capability, enabling UWB tags on mobile targets to function without 

requiring a direct line of sight (LOS) with their anchors. However, in dense environments, 

certain scenarios may negatively affect UWB signals, leading to issues such as multipath 

deterioration and interference with neighboring frequencies in the spectrum. Moreover, due 

to the low transmission power of UWB, it may be less effective in large indoor spaces, as the 

signal cannot travel over long distances due to path loss attenuation. Consequently, the use 

of additional UWB anchors becomes necessary to ensure adequate coverage, which in turn 

increases costs and complexity. Despite these challenges, UWB remains a compelling 

choice for IPS implementation, particularly in scenarios where high data rates, precise 

positioning, and non-line-of-sight capabilities are crucial. 

UWB technology brings forth a multitude of advantages over narrowband signals, 

significantly expanding its potential applications. One of the primary benefits is that UWB 

operates in an unlicensed and free spectrum, enabling its use without the need for prior 

licensing. Before its commercial availability in 2002, the UWB spectrum was restricted to 

military operators, particularly the Department of Defense, for classified applications. UWB's 

superiority stems from its significantly larger bandwidth, spanning from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz. This 

expansive bandwidth empowers UWB with enhanced capabilities in various aspects, making 

it a compelling choice for diverse positioning techniques and applications. UWB 

communication systems exhibit remarkable robustness and performance owing to their large 

bandwidth. With data rates of up to 110 Mbps, UWB surpasses other RF technologies, 
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establishing itself as a leader in precise positioning capabilities. The significant bandwidth 

also allows UWB systems to operate effectively in low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) 

communication channels, offering immunity against multipath degradation. The pulse-based 

nature of UWB RF communication contributes to its exceptional multipath resolution. Each 

pulse occupies the entire bandwidth, setting it apart from carrier-based communications. As 

a result, UWB systems can function without requiring a clear line of sight (LOS) and are 

perfectly capable of operating under non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions. However, in 

positioning applications, NLOS scenarios may lead to erroneous sensor readings, potentially 

impacting position estimation. 

Furthermore, the short-pulse, low-power nature of UWB signals presents a significant 

advantage for indoor positioning applications. UWB transmits at low average power due to 

the short-pulse nature, which submerges the signal within the noise floor (-40 dBm/MHz). 

This feature not only conserves transmitter energy and enhances battery life but also grants 

resistance against jamming and interception. These combined attributes make UWB an 

excellent choice for various indoor positioning and communication needs. 

CHALLENGES: 

While UWB technology offers numerous advantages for indoor positioning applications, it 

also faces challenges and drawbacks that can impact its performance. Despite being known 

for its coexistence with other RF systems, UWB can still cause interference to existing 

nearby RF systems and vice versa, leading to potential issues with GPS, 3G, and WiMAX 

communication systems. To address this, many countries have imposed regulations to 

mitigate interference. The low-power transmission of UWB is considered advantageous, but 

it also limits the overall power consumption for both the transmitter and receiver. This 

limitation can restrict the range of UWB anchors and necessitate the use of more anchors to 

compensate, resulting in reduced scalability and increased system complexity and 

computational load. Additionally, processing wide-band signals can lead to high power 

consumption, but a multiband approach splitting the signal into sub-bands can help mitigate 

this. The short pulse nature of UWB signals presents another challenge as it requires longer 

synchronization times, limiting data capacity and increasing the number of multipath 

components. Researchers have proposed solutions, such as special schemes and protocols 

to avoid repeated synchronization, and the use of multiple-input multiple-output systems to 

mitigate the effects of short communications. Lastly, UWB's usage outdoors is limited due to 

regulations in various countries, where fixed UWB transmitters are not allowed. These 

challenges highlight the need for careful consideration and innovative approaches when 

implementing UWB technology in indoor positioning systems. 
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MDEK1001 kit: 

Qorvo's MDEK1001 ultra-wide band (UWB) development kit provides customers with the 

necessary hardware, software, and development environment to quickly evaluate Qorvo's 

UWB technology for use in a scalable real time location system (RTLS). This kit includes 12 

DWM1001-DEV development boards in plastic enclosures. Each can be configured as an 

anchor, tag, or bridge node. Qorvo's DWM1001-DEV is a plug-and-play development board 

for evaluating the features and performance of the DWM1001C ultra-wide band (UWB) 

transceiver module. Users of this development board can easily assemble a fully wireless 

real time location system (including anchors, tags & gateways) without designing any 

hardware or writing a single line of code and quickly progress into developing an application. 

Qorvo's DWM1001 module is based on the DW1000 ultra-wideband (UWB) transceiver IC, 

which is an IEEE 802.15.4a UWB implementation. It integrates UWB (Ch.5) and Bluetooth 

antenna, all RF circuitry, Nordic Semiconductor nRF52832 and a motion sensor. Qorvo's 

DW1000 is a fully integrated single chip ultra-wideband (UWB) low-power, low-cost 

transceiver IC compliant to IEEE 802.15.4a. It can be used in 2-way ranging or TDoA 

location systems to locate assets to a precision of 10 cm. It also supports data transfer at 

rates up to 6.8 Mbps.  

This MDEK1001 evaluation kit based on Decawave’s DW1000 IC & DWM1001 module is 

intended solely for use by competent engineering personnel for the purposes of evaluating 

the use of Decawave’s DW1000 IC & DWM1001 module in wireless location and 

communications systems. The module may be configured to behave as an “anchor” one of 

the fixed nodes in the system or a “tag” one of the mobile located nodes in the system. The 

module configuration may be achieved via Bluetooth using the companion application 

(Decawave DRTLS Manager). The module incorporates Decawave’s DW1000 UWB 

transceiver which the module’s onboard firmware drives to implement the network of anchor 

nodes and perform the two-way ranging exchanges with the tag nodes enabling each tag to 

compute its own location.  
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Figure 3: MDWK1001 Ultra-Wideband (UWB) Transceiver Development Kit 

The module development board has a voltage supply requirement of 3.6V to 5.5V 

The DWM1001 module is based on Decawave's DW1000 Ultra-Wideband (UWB) 

transceiver IC, which is an IEEE 802.15.4-2011 UWB implementation. It integrates UWB and 

Bluetooth antenna, all RF circuitry, Nordic Semiconductor nRF52832 and motion sensor. 

 

The effect of channel characteristics on time-stamp accuracy in DW1000 based 

systems 

When considering a channel between a transmitter and a receiver in a radio scheme one of 

the most important properties of the channel is whether it is either:  

1. Line of Sight (LOS); or 

2. Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) 

The channel can have many other properties but for the purposes of this note we will 

concern ourselves with this primary distinction. 

In this note it is important to understand the distinction between the following terms: 

Communications range: The range between two DW1000 nodes at which successful 

communications takes place (as defined by acceptable packet error rate for a given 

application). The total energy transmitted into the channel by the transmitter and received at 

the receiver over all paths between the two nodes. If this is above the receiver sensitivity, 

then communications can occur. 

Direct path detection range: The range between two DW1000 nodes at which the DW1000 

can correctly detect and timestamp the direct path signal between the two nodes rather than 

any multipath. The energy received at the receiver only over the direct path between the 

transmitter and receiver. This energy must be above a dynamically adjusted threshold in 

order for it to be detected by the DW1000. 
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The DW1000 operates by deriving the impulse response of the communications channel 

between the transmitter and receiver for each received frame. It does this by processing the 

preamble sequence which comes at the start of every IEEE802.15.4-2011 UWB frame. 

his allows the IC to:  

• Detect the signal from below the noise floor 

• Extract the direct path signal and any multipath signals that follow it. 

•  Process the impulse response and timestamp the first peak in this response that 

exceeds a dynamically adjusted detection threshold. 

It is important to make the distinction between an optically clear line of sight and clear line of 

sight from an RF perspective: 

• An optically clear LOS exists when no physical objects obstruct viewing one antenna 

from the location of the other antenna. 

• An RF clear line of sight exists if a defined area around the optical line of sight, 

known as the Fresnel Zone, is clear of obstacles.  

• For communications between DW1000 devices, it is the RF line of sight that is of 

interest. 

 

to maximize range:  

• Transmit power needs to be kept at the maximum allowable limit to ensure the 

maximum energy is transmitted into the channel. These limits are set by regulatory 

bodies in different parts of the world and for normal UWB operation this is usually -

41.3 dBm / MHz. 

• Losses due to PCB and antenna effects need to be kept to a minimum (in the case 

of the antennas in the DecaWave EVK1000 they should be mounted tightly to the 

EVB1000 boards to prevent impedance mismatch and leakage). It is important that 

PCB layout guidelines are followed and impedances are correctly matched. 

• The lowest channel frequency possible should be used if maximum range is the 

overriding requirement. Receiver sensitivity is quoted in the DW1000 datasheet and 

depends on a number of parameters including the selected channel and the data 

rate. For longest range the lowest data rate (110 kbps) should be used.  
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CHAPTHER 3: Experimental Setup: 

The experiments were conducted by using MDEK1001 kit and implementing an Ultra-

Wideband (UWB) Real-Time Location System (RTLS) involves several steps to set up the 

system. Here's an overview of the process: 

Hardware: 

o Acquire UWB RTLS devices: These devices consist of anchor nodes and 

tag nodes. Anchor nodes are stationary devices used for reference and 

positioning, while tag nodes are attached to objects or people whose 

location needs to be tracked. 

o Install anchors: Mount the anchor nodes in strategic locations throughout the 

area where tracking will take place. The number of anchors required 

depends on the size of the area and desired accuracy. Typically, at least 

three anchors are needed, but more anchors can be used for improved 

precision. 

o Connect anchors: Power up the anchor nodes using a suitable power source 

and establish a network connection between them. This allows them to 

communicate with each other and with the software application. 

Software and Configuration: 

o Install RTLS software: Obtain and install the appropriate RTLS software on 

a computer or server that will act as the central hub for the system. 

(Decawave DRTLS Manager) 

o Configure the network: Set up the network parameters within the RTLS 

software, such as assigning unique IDs to each anchor and specifying their 

relative positions in the physical space. This information helps the system 

accurately calculate the position of the tag nodes. 

Tag Node Deployment: 

o Attach tag: Attach tag to the objects or individuals that need to be tracked. 

Ensure they are securely fastened and positioned for optimal signal 

reception. 
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o Activate tag nodes: Power on the tag nodes and configure them to 

communicate with the anchor nodes. 

Data Collection and Analysis: 

o Real-time tracking: Once the system is set up and the tag nodes are 

activated, the RTLS software will start receiving data from the tag nodes. 

The software will process the UWB signals received from the anchors and 

calculate the position of the tag nodes in real-time. 

o Visualization and analysis: The RTLS software provides visualization tools 

to display the tracked locations on a map or floor plan. It may also offer 

additional features such as data logging, historical tracking, and integration 

with other systems. 

By following these steps, you can implement an UWB RTLS and track the real-time location 

of objects or people within the designated area. 

To set up the anchors for the Real-Time Location System (RTLS), follow these steps: 

1. Start by selecting a few RTLS units to serve as anchors. While a minimum of three 

anchors is required for RTLS functionality, it is advisable to use at least four for 

improved accuracy. 

2. Once you have identified the anchor units, proceed to mount them either on the wall 

or on tripods. Refer to the accompanying figure for visual guidance on the 

recommended placement. 

3. It is recommended that set anchors at the same height. 

4. Ensure the anchors are powered by connecting them to USB batteries or USB 

power supplies. This will provide the necessary electrical energy for their operation. 
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Figure 4: A schematic representing the measurement setup. 

Prepare the Tags: 

1. Select RTLS units to serve as tags. At least one tag is required for the system to 

function properly. 

2. Battery Power: 

o Open the plastic enclosure of each tag unit. 

o Insert a rechargeable battery into the unit. The batteries are typically 

purchased separately. 

o Close the plastic enclosure to secure the battery in place. 

3. USB Power Supply: 

o Alternatively, you can power the tags using a USB power supply or USB 

battery. 

o Connect the USB power supply or USB battery to the tags, providing them 

with the necessary power. 

Prepare DRTLS manager software: 

To download and install the "RTLS System Manager" application on your Android 

device, follow these steps: 

1. Visit the Decawave website or the Google Play Store to obtain the latest Android 

.apk file for the "RTLS System Manager" application. You can access the Decawave 

website at https://www.qorvo.com/products/p/MDEK1001#documents. 

https://www.qorvo.com/products/p/MDEK1001#documents
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2. Once you have downloaded the .apk file, locate it in the Downloads section of your 

Android device. 

3. Tap on the downloaded .apk file to initiate the installation process. Your device may 

prompt you with a security warning about installing applications from unknown 

sources. If necessary, grant the required permission to proceed with the installation. 

4. Follow the on-screen instructions to complete the installation of the "RTLS System 

Manager" application on your Android device. Once the installation is finished, you 

will find the application listed among your installed apps. 

 

Computer system configuration: 
 

To capture data directly to a PC, you can configure one of the devices as a listener. Here's a 

step-by-step guide on how to achieve this: 

1. Set one of the RTLS units to PASSIVE mode. In this mode, the UWB functionality is 

enabled, but the RTLS unit does not actively participate in the network. 

2. Connect a PC to the designated RTLS unit using a USB cable. Ensure the 

connection is properly established. 

3. Open a shell terminal on the PC. This can be done through the command prompt or 

a terminal emulator, depending on the operating system. 

4. In the terminal, type the command "les" (short for location-engine-show) to report the 

position of all the tags that the listener can hear. This command triggers the RTLS 

system to display the location information of the tags. 

5. If you wish to save the data displayed in the terminal to a log file, you can redirect 

the output by appending the command with the appropriate parameters. For 

example, you can use the command "les > log.txt" to save the data to a file named 

"log.txt" in the current directory. 

6. It's important to note that in this listener mode, only the position information of the 

tags is printed, and individual ranges are not included in the output. 
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Figure 5: System Configuration Option: 4 Anchors, 1 Tag, 1 Listener 

DRTLS Manager Usage Guide 

Follow the steps below to get the DWM1001 Two-Way-Ranging Real Time Location System 

(DRTLS) up-and-running. 

Android Application: 

• Launch the Decawave DRTLS Manager application on your Android device. 

• If no networks have been previously saved, the application will open on the home 

screen. 

• If a network was previously saved, the application will open on the last viewed 

network screen. 

• The home screen of the application will display the following information: 

o "Decawave DRTLS Manager" title. 

o Application version details. 

o A button labeled "Start Device Discovery" to initiate the device discovery 

process. 

o A button to navigate to the "Instructions" page, providing additional 

guidance. 
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Figure 6: Decawave DRTLS Manager Home Screen 

Start Device Discovery: 

- Tap “Start Device Discovery” 

- The application will automatically discover all devices that are in range and powered on 

-  

 

Figure 7: Device Discovery Screen 

- Devices will be grouped into 

• ‘NETWORKS’ 

• ‘UNASSIGNED DEVICES’ 
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• ‘UNASSIGNED NETWORKS’ 

- The following information is shown under each device: 

• Device Type (Anchor or Tag) 

• Device Name in the form DW1234 

• Network 

• Bluetooth address 

• Device ID 

- The user can select a specific device by tapping an individual device 

• The user will get the option to create a New Network name 

- Alternatively, to select multiple devices: 

• Tap-and-hold a single device 

• The checkmark symbol (√) will be shown on the left of that device 

• Other devices can be tapped and added to the selection 

• Once selected, the button “ASSIGN” in the upper right-hand corner can be tapped to add 

these devices to a new (or existing) network 

 

 

Figure 8: Device Discovery Screen – Select Multiple Device 

Create a Network 

- Name the Network e.g. “Waterpolo” and Tap ‘Save’ 

- Tap a network to see the list of devices in that network. 
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Figure 9: Network Details Screen 

Each device in the list shows information about that device 

 

Figure 10: Network Details Screen Device Information 

- Device Type: A symbol to the left indicates the device type 

• Empty Triangle:  Anchor 

• Filled Triangle: Initiator Anchor 

• Filled Circle:   Tag. Each tag uses a different color 

•  Black Circle:  Listener 

- Location icon:  jumps to the grid screen and zooms to this anchor. 

- The following parameters are displayed: 

• Device Name 
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• ID: Device ID 

• BLE: Device Bluetooth address 

• NODE TYPE: Set device to be either “Anchor” or “Tag”. All devices will have a factory-default of 

‘tag’ mode. Once the configuration is changed, and saved, the device will remember the new 

setting. 

• NETWORK: Add the Node to a network (either a previously created network or, if none exists, 

the option to create a new network will appear) 

• UWB: ‘off’, ‘passive’ or ‘active’. 

o Set to ‘active’ to range in the network. 

o Set to ‘passive’ if used as a listener. 

If in tag mode: 

• NORMAL UPDATE RATE: Set the location update rate. The default is 10 Hz (calculates a 

location 10 times per second) but can be changed to other rates 

• STATIONARY UPDATE RATE: Set the location update rate to be used when the device is 

stationary (detected by the motion sensor) 

• UWB FIRMWARE UPDATE: Allows firmware update to propagate to this device 

• LED: Disables/enables the LEDs on the board. May be used by a user to help identify which 

device is referenced. 

• STATIONARY DETECTION: Enables/disables motion sensor operation. If 

disabled, then the stationary update rate will not be available. 

If in anchor mode: 

• INITIATOR: Configure this anchor as an initiator. At least one of the anchors must be an 

initiator in the network. The initiator will start and control the network. 

• POSITION: The x, y, z co-ordinate of the anchor in the grid. Will be automatically populated if 

this device participated in auto positioning. 

▪ X position 

▪ Y position 

▪ Z position 

Position the Anchors: 

By using the Auto-Positioning Feature (for up to 4 anchors) 
 

Note 1: The Auto-Positioning function is a quick setup feature to automatically determine the 

anchor locations. Note that this feature may result in a small error in anchor location, making 

reported tag locations less accurate. For best results it is recommended that anchor positions are 

measured to cm accuracy and manually entered. Note 2: Ensure Line-of-Sight between the  
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anchors during these steps. 

 

START: On the ‘Network Details’ screen Figure.6, tap the “Auto-Position” button in the upper 

right pull-down menu (anchors within Bluetooth range appear) 

RE-ORDER: Re-order the anchors in the list to match their locations in the room:  

• Order the anchors anti-clockwise in the room (as shown above) 

• The 1st anchor in the list is the (0,0) coordinate 

MEASURE: Tap “Measure” to start the auto-positioning 

PREVIEW: Tap ‘PREVIEW’ to check locations before saving 

SET HEIGHTS: Enter heights of the anchors by tapping ‘Z-AXIS’ 

SAVE: Save the anchors setup by tapping ‘SAVE’ 

 

• The location of the other anchors is calculated from the initial 3 anchor locations 

• Errors will propagate through the anchors, so the usage is confined to small-scale systems e.g. 

up to 4 anchors 

• Auto-positioning can only be used on the anchors that are within Bluetooth range of the android 

device. 

 

 

Figure 11: Auto-Positioning: Anchor Positioning Rules 

• In turn, open each anchor’s device configuration screen. 

•  Enter the x, y, z co-ordinates of the anchors. 
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Logging Data via the USB Port 

Tag location data can be logged using a USB connection instead of using the Android 

application. Note also that the PC terminal can be used to configure the anchors and tags – the 

Android application is not necessarily needed. 

 

Instructions 

• Setup the anchors and tags network via the Android application (see section 6) 

• Download and install the J-Link software pack from Segger 

• https://www.segger.com/downloads/jlink/#JLinkSoftwareAndDocumentationPack 

• Download and install a common PC terminal program e.g. Tera Term 

http://download.cnet.com/Tera-Term/3000-2094_4-75766675.html 

• Connect the tag to the PC via USB cable 

• Open the device manager to identify what com port is assigned to the Tag, in this 

case COM20 

 

Figure 12: J-Link driver on device manager 

https://www.segger.com/downloads/jlink/#JLinkSoftwareAndDocumentationPack
http://download.cnet.com/Tera-Term/3000-2094_4-75766675.html
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• Once the com port has been identified open up Tera Term. Select the appropriate 

COM port as shown and set the terminal baud rate to 115200. The tag should now be 

connected. 

 

 

Figure 13: Tera Term Terminal setting 

 

• Next press the PC Enter key two times and the prompt below appears: 

 

 

Figure 14: Tera Term Terminal 

 

• Enter the command ‘nmt’ and press the return key twice which sets the tag into Active 

mode 

• Enter ‘les’ to display the location estimates of the tag 
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CHAPTHER4: Experiments: 

Experiment 1 (Innovation Lab): 

The objective of the test is to evaluate several aspects related to the Real-Time Location 

System (RTLS) units and gather useful insights. The specific goals are as follows: 

1. Accuracy and Limitations of Auto-Positioning: Assess the accuracy and 

limitations of the auto-positioning feature within the RTLS units. Determine how 

reliably the system can automatically determine the positions of anchors. 

Additionally, investigate any constraints or factors that may affect the performance of 

the auto-positioning functionality. This analysis helps in understanding the reliability 

and precision of the system's automated positioning capabilities. 

2. Manual Positioning: Compare the results obtained from the auto-positioning mode 

with manually set positions. This involves manually configuring the positions of the 

anchors within the RTLS units. By comparing the accuracy and consistency of both 

approaches, it becomes possible to determine the most effective method for 

positioning the anchors. This analysis provides insights into whether manual 

positioning yields better results in terms of accuracy and reliability compared to auto-

positioning. 

3. Mobile Application vs. Listener Results: Compare and analyze the positioning 

results obtained from the mobile application with those obtained from the listener. 

This evaluation focuses on assessing the consistency and agreement between the 

two methods of capturing and reporting position data. By examining any 

discrepancies or similarities in the results, it becomes possible to identify potential 

variations or issues that may affect the accuracy and reliability of the results. 

4. Step Size Measurement: Measure the time interval between data points to 

determine the step size within the RTLS units. This involves analyzing the frequency 

at which the system updates and provides new position data. By understanding the 

time intervals between data points, it becomes possible to assess the system's 

responsiveness and the rate at which it can track and report the movement of 

objects or individuals. This information is crucial for applications that require real-

time tracking and monitoring. 
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The date and Duration of the Measurements:  

On the specified date of 07/02/2023, the measurements for the test will be conducted from 

9:00 until 18:00 at innovation lab in the Villejuif campus. The duration of the measurements 

varies depending on the number of points being tested and the time rates associated with 

each point. For each point, the test duration is approximately 2 minutes. This means that the 

total test time for all 11 points will be approximately 22 minutes. It is important to note that 

the number of measurements taken for each point may differ due to varying time rates 

associated with different points. The allocation of 2 minutes for each point allows for 

sufficient time to perform the necessary measurements and collect the required data.  

Condition: 

To illustrate the impact of the environment on UWB signals, Fig.15 shows the setup used for 

testing in the Innovation Lab. The environment includes various obstacles, such as walls and 

metallic elements, which can affect the propagation of UWB signals. Additionally, to minimize 

the effects of the floor on signal propagation, it is suggested to position the tags at a height 

of approximately one meter. 

 

Figure 15: Photo of Innovation lab Environment 

Fig.16 provides a visual representation of the experimental area used for the measurements. 

The dimensions of the area are 5.0 meters in length and 2.8 meters in width. The 

measurement points within this area are spaced at intervals of 0.5 meters, resulting in a total 

of 11 measurement points. In our experiment, we focus on measuring the middle line, which 

has a width of 1.4 meters. This line extends from the starting point at 0 meters and continues 

up to a length of 5 meters. 
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For this particular experiment, we employed a setup consisting of four units designated as 

anchors, one unit functioning as a tag, and an additional unit serving as a listener. The 

anchors play a crucial role in establishing the reference points within the real-time location 

system (RTLS), enabling accurate positioning and tracking of the tag unit. The tag unit, on 

the other hand, represents the object or individual being tracked throughout the experiment. 

Lastly, the listener unit is responsible for capturing and receiving the data transmitted by the 

anchors and tag unit, allowing for the analysis and evaluation of the system's performance. 

By utilizing this configuration, we were able to conduct comprehensive tests and gather data 

regarding the effectiveness and accuracy of the RTLS in tracking and positioning the tag unit 

in real-time.  

 

Figure 16: Schematic of Innovation lab experiment 

In theory, manually setting the positions of anchors should yield more accurate results 

compared to automatic positioning. This is because when the application sets the positions 

of anchors automatically, there is a potential for error accumulation. The accumulated error 

can have a noticeable impact on the overall accuracy of the positioning system. To support 

this notion, Table.1 provides a clear demonstration of the error accumulation phenomenon. 

The table showcases the measured data, highlighting the differences between the auto 

positions and the actual positions. By comparing these values, the accumulated error 

becomes apparent, indicating a deviation from the desired accuracy. The manual positioning 

method, on the other hand, offers greater control and precision when setting the positions of 

anchors. By carefully determining the positions and minimizing the potential for error 
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accumulation, the manual approach aims to achieve higher accuracy in the positioning 

system. 

Table 1: Comparison of set anchors’ position automatically and manually. 

Anchor Number True Position [m] Auto-Positioning Error [m] 

0 [0.0, 0.0, 0.0] [0.0, 0.0, 0.0] 00.0 

1 [5.0, 0.0, 0.0] [5.05, 0.0, 0.0] 0.05 

2 [5.0, 2.8, 0.0] [5.05, 2.77, 0.0] 0.0583 

3 [0.0, 2.8, 0.0] [0.11, 2.42, 0.0] 0.396 

 

Data processing: 

The data that is exported from listener consists of time, positions in three dimensions and tag 

quality. In this experiment we have 355 measurements for 11 points. Time intervals vary 

between 10 seconds  

 

Figure 17: Time interval can be 10 or 0.1 seconds. 

and 0.1 seconds, which 0.1 seconds happened when the tag moves, and motion detector 

detects the movement. This allows for capturing more precise and frequent updates during 

periods of tag movement Fig.17. 

The scale of positions is millimeter, time is based on second, and tag quality is from 0 to 100. 

Tag quality is a measure of confidence of the accuracy of the location estimate based on the 
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ranges received. Throughout the experiment, a total of 355 measurements were recorded, 

corresponding to 11 specific points. The time intervals between measurements vary 

depending on the circumstances Fig.18. 

 

Figure 18: Data frame of measurements at innovation Lab 

Fig.19 provides a visual comparison between two methods of setting anchor positions: 

automatic and manual in static mode. The purpose of this comparison is to assess the 

relative accuracy of the two approaches. By examining Fig.19, the differences in accuracy 

between the two methods become apparent. The data points or measurements depicted in 

the figure highlight the disparities between the desired or expected positions and the actual 

positions obtained using each method. It becomes evident that the manual positioning 

approach tends to exhibit greater proximity to the desired positions, indicating improved 

accuracy. The findings presented underscore the advantages associated with manual 

positioning. By carefully and precisely setting the anchor positions, we can minimize the 

likelihood of error accumulation and achieve a higher degree of accuracy in the positioning 

system. 
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Figure 19: visual comparison between two methods of setting anchor positions: automatic 

and manual 

These findings highlight the importance of considering the specific environmental factors and 

their potential impact on measurement accuracy. In this case, the floor's influence on the Z-

axis measurements becomes a significant factor to be addressed in order to improve overall 

accuracy. Overall, the results indicate that measurements obtained through manual anchor 

positioning exhibit  

 

Figure 20: 2 Dimension RMSE for manual and Automatic methods 

better accuracy compared to measurements obtained through automatic positioning, as 

depicted in Fig.20. The RMSE values serve as quantitative metrics for evaluating the level of 

accuracy achieved in each setting. 
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Fig.21 provides a visual representation of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for both 

the manual and automatic methods. This CDF graph enables us to analyze the likelihood or 

probability of achieving certain levels of accuracy in the positioning system. As previously 

discussed, the manual method demonstrates superior performance in terms of accuracy. 

This is evident when examining the CDF curves for both methods. By examining the graph, 

we can observe that the manual method consistently outperforms the automatic method 

across various accuracy thresholds. Specifically, when considering a 90 percent likelihood or 

probability, the manual method achieves an accuracy of 11.08 centimeters. In contrast, the 

automatic method lags with an accuracy of 21.36 centimeters. On the other hand, the wider 

spread of the CDF curve for the automatic method indicates a greater degree of variability 

and potential inaccuracy in position estimation. 

 

Figure 21: Cumulative distribution function for both the manual and automatic methods 

Conclusion:  

1. Manually setting anchor positions is more accurate than automatic positioning due to 

the potential for error accumulation. 

2. The time intervals range from 100 milliseconds/10Hz to 10 seconds/0.1 Hz, offering 

two types of update rates: normal update rate and stationary update rate. 

3. The results clearly demonstrate that manual positioning yields improved accuracy, 

as the manual approach consistently achieves greater proximity to the desired 

positions compared to the automatic method. 
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4. While the manual positioning method generally outperforms automatic positioning, it 

is important to acknowledge that there is a significant difference in accuracy for Z-

axis measurements, with manual positioning exhibiting poorer performance due to 

signal reflections from the floor introducing complexities and inaccuracies in the 

measurement process. 

5. The CDF analysis confirms that the manual method consistently outperforms the 

automatic method in terms of accuracy, with a significantly lower margin of error. 

The narrower spread of the CDF curve for the manual method demonstrates its 

higher reliability and precision in position estimation, highlighting its superiority over 

the automatic method. 

6. Ultrawideband (UWB) signals are susceptible to various environmental factors that 

can impact their performance. These factors include physical obstacles like walls, 

floors, and other obstructions. When UWB signals encounter these obstacles, they 

undergo reflection, refraction, or diffraction, which can introduce distortions, signal 

attenuation, or multipath interference. For instance, in environments containing a 

high concentration of metal objects, such as industrial plants or buildings with steel 

frames, UWB signals may be reflected or absorbed by the metal surfaces. This can 

result in a weakening of the signal strength and degrade the overall performance of 

UWB technology. 
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Experiment 2 (Corridor floor 4 building A): 

Objectives: 

1. Maximum Distance Between Anchors: Determining the maximum distance 

between anchors is crucial for assessing the range and tracking capabilities of RTLS 

units. This measurement provides valuable insights into the system's ability to 

accurately monitor objects or individuals within a specific area. By establishing the 

maximum distance, it becomes possible to gain a comprehensive understanding of 

the system's coverage and limitations. This information is vital for making informed 

decisions regarding the design and deployment of the RTLS system, ensuring 

optimal performance and efficient utilization of resources. 

2. Conducting test in new environment: Conducting test in new environment allows 

for an assessment of how obstacles impact the results of the RTLS system. By 

introducing various obstacles and studying their effects on signal propagation and 

accuracy, valuable insights can be gained. This information helps to identify potential 

challenges and limitations in different environments, enabling the development of 

strategies to overcome them. Understanding the impact of obstacles on the system's 

performance aids in fine-tuning the RTLS system, enhancing its reliability, and 

ensuring accurate tracking and positioning of objects or individuals in real-world 

scenarios. 

3. Performing test in the static mode: Performing test in a static mode refers to 

conducting experiment where the objects or individuals being tracked remain 

stationary throughout the testing process. This type of testing allows for the 

assessment of the system's accuracy and precision in capturing and measuring 

static positions. By evaluating the system's performance under static conditions, 

valuable insights can be gained into its stability, consistency, and ability to provide 

reliable position data. This information aids in identifying any potential sources of 

error or deviation and helps in refining the system's algorithms or calibration 

processes to enhance its overall performance. Conducting tests in a static mode is 

an essential step in validating the reliability and accuracy of the tracking system 

before further evaluation in dynamic scenarios. 

The date and Duration of the Measurements:  

The scheduled test will take place on the specified date of 17/02/2023, between the hours of 

8:00 and 13:00, specifically in the Forth floor’s corridor of building A located in the Villejuif 

campus. During the test, each point will be measured for approximately 100 seconds, with 10 

acquisitions conducted per point at a time rate of 10 seconds. Both the anchor and tag units will 
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be positioned at a consistent height of 80 centimeters, ensuring uniformity and consistency in 

the measurements taken throughout the experiment. 

Condition: 

In order to accurately measure the distance between two points, we designated one unit as 

an anchor and another unit as a tag. The anchor unit serves as a reference point while the 

tag unit is used to track and measure the distance from the anchor. However, it's important 

to consider the environmental factors that can impact the propagation of UWB signals. The 

test environment in this case includes various obstacles such as walls and metallic elements, 

which may affect the signal's path and accuracy. To mitigate the influence of the floor on 

signal propagation, it is recommended to position the tags at a height of approximately one 

meter. 

It's worth noting that during the measurement, there was no interference from individuals or 

other objects as the test was conducted on a Saturday when the corridor was less likely to 

have regular foot traffic. Additionally, within the corridor, there are fire extinguishers 

positioned, one in the middle and another at the beginning. These objects can potentially 

affect signal propagation and should be taken into account when analyzing the measurement 

results. Moreover, the corridor is also equipped with several doors and large glass partitions, 

which could introduce additional reflections and signal distortions. These factors should be 

considered while interpreting the data and understanding any deviations or variations in the 

measurements. The designated area for our experiment spans 28.5 meters in length, 2 

meters in width, and 2.4 meters in height. Within this area, we have established a grid-like 

structure of measurement points with a spacing of 0.5 meters between each point. This grid 

encompasses a total of 57 measurement points. Our primary focus lies on measuring the 

middle line, which runs along a width of 1 meter. Starting from the initial point at 0 meters, 

this line extends for a length of 28 meters, enabling us to analyze the data and draw insights 

specific to this central region Fig.22. 
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Figure 22: Photo of Forth floor’s corridor of building A in the Villejuif campus 

Data processing: 

The dataset collected in this experiment comprises distance measurements and 

corresponding identifiers for each point. We have conducted a total of 570 measurements, 

covering 57 distinct points within the designated area. Each measurement point is sampled 

at a consistent time interval of 10 seconds, with 10 samples recorded for each point. 

Consequently, the total duration for capturing data at each point amounts to 100 seconds 

Fig.23. The output specifically focuses on the distance between the anchor and the tag, with 

distances being measured in meters. It is important to note that in this particular experiment, 

we did not include time or tag quality features as part of the data collection process. The 

resulting output file is formatted as a log file. 
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Figure 23: Data frame of measurements in the Corridor 

To facilitate data processing, we selected a subset of the dataset consisting of intervals of 1 

meter. Using only a portion of the data was sufficient for our analysis, and it allowed us to 

focus on specific segments of interest. In the next experiment, we will compare these results 

with the data obtained under interference conditions. Fig.24 provides a visual representation 

of the data frame, illustrating the measurements taken at each 1-meter interval with 10 

samples per interval. 

 

Figure 24: a subset of the dataset consisting of intervals of 1 meter 

In order to further analyze and assess the accuracy of the measurements, we computed the 

absolute error for each sample and data point. This metric allows us to quantify the disparity 

between the obtained measurements and the expected values. Fig.25 provides a 

comprehensive depiction of the absolute error associated with each measurement. The 

figure presents key statistical metrics such as the number of samples, the mean, standard 

deviation, minimum, and maximum values for each measurement point. By examining these 
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metrics, we gain a deeper understanding of the variability and spread of the absolute error 

across different points. 

 

Figure 25: description of absolute error of measurements 

The root mean square error (RMSE) diagram provides valuable insights into the overall 

accuracy of the measurements. Upon analysis, it is observed that the majority of errors are 

around 20 cm, indicating a relatively consistent level of accuracy across most positions. 

However, there is a significant increase in error at position x = 14 m, where the RMSE 

reaches 45 cm. This notable deviation from the average error suggests the presence of a 

metal obstacle in the environment, which could be causing signal reflections or interference, 

leading to a higher level of error in that specific location. On the other hand, the minimum 

RMSE is observed at position x = 23 m, with an error of  

 

 

Figure 26: root mean square error (RMSE) diagram of distance measurement. 

 

only 7 cm. This indicates a high level of accuracy and precision in estimating the position at 

that particular point. The discrepancy between the minimum and maximum RMSE values 
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highlights the impact of environmental factors, such as obstacles, on the overall performance 

and accuracy of the measurement system Fig.26. 

In Fig.27, we observe the root mean square error (RMSE) as well as the minimum and 

maximum error for each point in one figure. The figure reveals that the majority of results 

exhibit a similar level of variance, with a standard deviation of approximately 2.5 cm. This 

indicates a consistent and reliable estimation of the distances in those areas. However, there 

are two points that deviate from this pattern. Position x=7 demonstrates the highest variance 

with a standard deviation of 11 cm, suggesting a greater level of uncertainty and variability in 

the measurements taken at that specific location. On the other hand, position x=14 exhibits 

the lowest variance with a standard deviation of 2 cm. 

 

 

Figure 27: RMSE, minimum, and maximum error for each point in distance measurement 

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) plot of the test results provides valuable insights 

into the distribution and accuracy of the measurements. From the CDF, we can determine 

the percentage of measurements that fall within certain RMSE thresholds. In this case, the 

CDF reveals that 50% of the measurements have an RMSE less than 20 cm. Furthermore, 

the CDF demonstrates that 90% of the measurements have an RMSE less than 30 cm, 

indicating that the majority of the measurements exhibit a reasonable level of accuracy within 

this threshold Fig.28. 
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Figure 28: cumulative distribution function (CDF) plot of the test 
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Experiment 3 (Corridor floor 4 building A): 

Objectives: 

In this experiment, we aim to replicate the same scenario as the previous experiment while 

introducing an additional factor: the simultaneous use of Bluetooth technology. By 

conducting measurements in the presence of both Ultra-Wideband (UWB) and Bluetooth 

signals, we seek to investigate and analyze any potential interferences or impacts on the 

performance of the positioning system. This will provide valuable insights into the 

compatibility and coexistence of UWB and Bluetooth technologies in real-world scenarios, 

helping us understand the extent of any signal interferences and their effects on the 

accuracy and reliability of the system. By comparing the results from this experiment with 

those obtained from the previous one, we can gain a better understanding of the influence of 

Bluetooth technology on the UWB-based positioning system. 

While it is theoretically expected that the DWM1001-DEV board, utilizing the Ultra-Wideband 

(UWB) transceiver development kit, operates at a frequency of 6.5 GHz, and Bluetooth 

operates at 2.4 GHz, indicating minimal or no interference between the two technologies, it is 

essential to validate this assumption Fig.29. In this test, our objective is to ensure and 

confirm the absence of interference between Bluetooth and UWB, while also exploring the 

feasibility of simultaneous usage of both  

 

Figure 29: UWB Frequency coexists with other wireless technologies. 
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technologies. By conducting this experiment, we can assess the coexistence and compatibility 

of Bluetooth and UWB, providing valuable insights for potential applications requiring the 

concurrent utilization of these technologies. 

 

The date and Duration of the Measurements: 

The designated test is scheduled to be conducted on the assigned date of 19/04/2023, 

encompassing a time frame from 18:00 to 20:00. The chosen location for the test is the 

corridor on the Forth floor of building A within the Villejuif campus. Throughout the duration 

of the test, each measurement point will undergo observation for approximately 100 

seconds, with a total of 10 acquisitions made per point at a time interval of 10 seconds.  

Conditions: 

To ensure consistency and accurate comparison of results, the test will be conducted in a 

single environment using the same measurement configuration. The chosen location is the 

corridor on the fourth floor of building A at Villejuif campus, which offers a maximum length of 

28 meters. The measurements will be taken at regular intervals of 1 meter, capturing data 

points along the corridor. For the Ultra-Wideband (UWB) measurements, 10 samples will be 

taken at each point, reflecting a time rate specific to UWB technology. On the other hand, for 

the Bluetooth measurements, 30 samples will be collected at each point, accounting for the 

different time rates associated with Bluetooth technology Fig.24.  

 

Figure 30: Forth floor's corridor of building A in the Villejuif campus will be obtained to 

conduct the interference test. 
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The test will be conducted in three distinct scenarios. Firstly, measurements will be taken 

solely using the UWB technology. Secondly, the test will focus solely on Bluetooth 

technology. Lastly, both UWB and Bluetooth devices will be employed simultaneously to 

examine their performance in a shared environment. This comprehensive approach allows 

for a thorough evaluation of each technology's individual performance as well as their 

potential interference when used concurrently. Throughout the experiment, all anchor and 

tag positions will remain constant, maintaining the same coordinates (x, y, z) for accurate 

comparison and analysis. 

Data processing:  

As depicted in Figure 31, our hypothesis that there would be no interference between Ultra-

Wideband (UWB) and Bluetooth signals has been confirmed. However, slight differences or 

shifts observed in the results can be attributed to environmental factors. It is important to 

note that during the UWB and Bluetooth test, the presence of individuals crossing the signal 

path may have influenced the outcomes. Therefore, while the interference between UWB 

and Bluetooth signals was minimal, the impact of environmental variables and human 

presence should be considered when interpreting the observed differences in the results. 

 

Figure 31: Comparing RMSE for both tests (UWB and UWB&BT) 

Figure 32, which presents the cumulative distribution functions of both scenarios, provides 

further confirmation that there is no interference between UWB and Bluetooth technologies. 

The fact that the two graphs exhibit considerable overlap indicates that the performance of 

UWB and Bluetooth signals remains unaffected by each other. This overlap in the cumulative 

distribution functions suggests that the two technologies can coexist without significantly 

impacting each other's functionality or performance. 
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Figure 32: Comparing CDF for both tests (UWB and UWB&BT) 

Upon conducting a thorough comparison of the results obtained from UWB measurements in 

both scenarios, with and without Bluetooth, it is evident that no interference exists between 

the two technologies. To further evaluate their performance, we compared the 

measurements of UWB and Bluetooth in a static mode within identical environments. Figure 

33 illustrates that UWB exhibits greater reliability and precision compared to Bluetooth in our 

specific case study. The UWB measurements demonstrate an average error of 

approximately 20 centimeters with low variance, highlighting its consistent accuracy. 

Conversely, Bluetooth exhibits higher variance and error rates. It is worth noting that two 

different algorithms were employed: Bluetooth High precision and IFFT (Inverse Fast Fourier 

Transform). These findings emphasize the superior performance and precision of UWB over 

Bluetooth in the context of our study. 
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Figure 33: Error comparison between two technologies UWB and Bluetooth 

 

 

Conclusions: 

• There is no interference between UWB and Bluetooth technologies: The study 

confirms that there is no mutual interference observed between UWB and Bluetooth 

technologies. This implies that these two technologies can coexist without impacting 

each other's functionality. 

• UWB outperforms Bluetooth in this case study: The results indicate that UWB 

technology exhibits superior performance compared to Bluetooth in the specific case 

study. UWB demonstrates better accuracy, precision, and reliability in the 

measurements conducted. 

• Distinctions between UWB results with and without Bluetooth interference are 

attributed to external factors: Any observed distinctions between the UWB results 

with and without Bluetooth interference can be attributed to external factors. These 

factors may include situations such as walking, where movement or the presence of 

individuals may introduce interference. Additionally, human error in the placement of 

tags or devices can also contribute to variations in the results. 
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Experiment 4 (Gymnasium): 

Objectives: 

• Test different scenarios to observe changes in results: The study aims to 

examine various scenarios, including walking, running, running at an increased 

speed compared to the previous scenarios, and a combination of sprinting, walking, 

and running. By testing these different scenarios, the goal is to assess any potential 

variations or effects on the results. This analysis provides insights into how different 

activities impact the performance of the system being studied, and its ability to 

accurately estimate positions throughout the diverse locomotion scenarios. 

• Test a new environment and configuration setup: The study intends to evaluate 

the performance of the system in a new environment, which may differ in terms of 

physical characteristics, infrastructure, or interference sources compared to previous 

settings. Additionally, a new configuration setup is tested, which may involve 

adjustments in hardware, placement, or parameters. By conducting these tests, the 

study aims to assess the system's adaptability and performance in different 

environments and configurations. 

• Experiment with both static and dynamic methods: The objective is to explore 

and compare the results obtained from both static and dynamic methods. Static 

methods involve measurements or observations in stationary or controlled 

conditions, while dynamic methods capture data during motion or changing 

conditions. By conducting experiments using both approaches, the study seeks to 

understand the impact of motion and dynamics on the system's performance and 

compare it with the results obtained under static conditions. 

• Compare scenarios to investigate changes: The objective is to compare the 

outcomes of the different scenarios and investigate any observable changes. By 

conducting a comparative analysis, the study aims to identify patterns or differences 

in the results. This comparison provides valuable information on how variations in 

scenarios affect the measured parameters and helps understand the system's 

behavior under different conditions. 

• Exploring the System's Capabilities and Limitations Across Diverse 

Locomotion Scenarios: These four scenarios provide a comprehensive range of 

movements and speeds, allowing researchers to assess the system's performance 

and accuracy in capturing and estimating the trajectory under different conditions. By 

incorporating variations in speed and movement patterns, the experiment aims to 
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provide valuable insights into the system's capabilities and limitations across 

different locomotion scenarios. 

The date and Duration of the Measurements:  

The scheduled test is planned to be conducted on the specified date of 22/05/2023, within a 

time frame from 13:00 to 18:00. The test location is set to be the Gymnasium in Villejuif. This 

designated venue provides a suitable environment for carrying out the test, ensuring the 

availability of the necessary facilities and space required for the planned activities. 

Condition: 

The experiment conducted in this study covered an area measuring 20 meters by 28 meters. 

The positions of the anchors were determined as follows: [9.0, 0.0, 1.5], [18.0, 0.0, 1.5], 

[18.0, 20.0, 1.5], and [9.0, 20.0, 1.5]. The path chosen for testing was along the line Y = 8 

meters, which spanned a length of 28 meters. All four scenarios were performed within this 

configuration Fig.34. 

 

Figure 34: Schematic of setup configuration with movement scenarios 

The experiment consists of four distinct scenarios. The first scenario involves walking at a 

constant speed along the designated line. In this scenario, participants maintain a consistent 

walking pace throughout the 28-meter path. The second scenario focuses on running along 

the 28-meter line. Participants are instructed to run at a steady pace throughout the entire 

distance, covering the designated path with continuous running movements. The third 

scenario replicates the previous running scenario but with a higher speed. Participants are 
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required to run at an increased pace along the same 28-meter line. The fourth and final 

scenario is a combination of different movements. Participants begin by accelerating for the 

first 12 meters of the path, gradually gaining speed. Following this acceleration phase, 

participants decelerate for the next 8 meters, gradually reducing their speed. Then, 

participants transition into walking for the subsequent 4 meters, maintaining a steady walking 

pace. Finally, for the last 4 meters of the path, participants are instructed to run, completing 

the scenario. 

These four scenarios provide a comprehensive range of movements and speeds, allowing 

researchers to assess the system's performance and accuracy in capturing and estimating 

the trajectory under different conditions. By incorporating variations in speed and movement 

patterns, the experiment aims to provide valuable insights into the system's capabilities and 

limitations across different locomotion scenarios. 

 

Figure 35: Gymnasium environment in Villejuif to implement the dynamic experiment 

It is important to note that this test was conducted in a dynamic scenario, meaning there was 

no specific benchmark point available to calculate position error. However, since the tests 

were conducted along the Y = 8 meters line, the trajectory error could be computed based 

on this line as a reference. The time rate of measurement during the experiment was set at 

10 Hz, meaning there were 10 samples taken per second. This sampling frequency provided 

a sufficient rate of data acquisition to capture the necessary information for analysis and 

evaluation. 

Data processing: 

First scenario walking: 

The first scenario involved walking along the designated line. A total of 102 samples were 

collected during the test, with a testing duration of 13.52 seconds to cover the entire 28-
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meter path. Figure 36 provides a graphical representation of the data collected in this 

scenario, along with descriptive statistics including the minimum, maximum, mean, and 

standard deviation. The collected data and associated statistics offer valuable insights into 

the performance and variability of the measurements obtained during the walking scenario. 

 

Figure 36: Description of the data collection during walking scenario 

Figure.37 provides a visual representation of the collected data, offering a comprehensive 

perspective on the dataset. The visualization includes the data samples, anchors, and the 

line path, providing a clear depiction of their spatial arrangement. By examining the figure, 

we can observe variations in the density of data samples along the line path. Certain areas 

exhibit a higher concentration of data samples, while other areas appear sparser. This 

variation in sample density may be attributed to various factors, such as the presence of 

metal objects in the environment or the specific experimental setup employed during the 

data collection process. 

The presence of metal objects in the environment can affect the propagation of signals and 

impact the accuracy and reliability of the measurements. Objects with high conductivity, such 

as metal, can cause signal reflections, multipath interference, or signal attenuation, leading 

to variations in the observed sample density along the line. Additionally, the experimental 

setup itself can contribute to variations in sample density. Factors such as the placement 

and configuration of the anchors, the positioning of the data sampling devices, or the 

selection of measurement techniques can influence the spatial distribution of the collected 

data. 
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Figure 37: Visualization of first scenario walking 

The trajectory error is a metric used to evaluate the accuracy of a predicted or estimated 

trajectory compared to a ground truth or reference trajectory. It quantifies the deviation or 

difference between the actual path taken by an object or entity and the expected or desired 

path. The trajectory error in this study was found to be less than 13 centimeters, with the 

majority of samples exhibiting trajectory errors of around 4 centimeters. 

Figure 38 provides a visual representation of the trajectory errors observed in the 

experiment. Notably, the figure reveals that the areas with higher sample density tend to 

exhibit higher trajectory errors. This correlation suggests that the presence of more data 

samples in certain areas can introduce greater variability in the trajectory estimation. To 

address this issue and reduce the overall error, a data cleaning process can be 

implemented. By applying appropriate data cleaning techniques, such as outlier removal or 

noise reduction algorithms, the impact of data points with higher trajectory errors can be 

mitigated. This data cleaning process aims to enhance the accuracy and reliability of the 

trajectory estimation by minimizing the influence of erroneous or inconsistent measurements. 
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Figure 38: Trajectory Error for walking scenario 

Cumulative distribution function of walking scenario indicates 95 percent likelihood is 9.95 

centimeters which means 95 percents of data have trajectory error less than 9.95 centimeter 

and 90 precent likelihood is 7.9-centimeter Fig.39. According to the cumulative distribution 

function (CDF) analysis of the walking scenario (as shown in Figure 39), it can be observed 

that there is a 95 percent likelihood that the trajectory error is less than 9.95 centimeters. 

This indicates that 95 percent of the collected data in this scenario exhibit a trajectory error 

of 9.95 centimeters or lower. 

Furthermore, the analysis reveals a 90 percent likelihood that the trajectory error is less than 

7.9 centimeters. This means that 90 percent of the data points in the walking scenario 

demonstrate a trajectory error of 7.9 centimeters or less. By examining the CDF and 

interpreting the corresponding likelihood values, we can gain insights into the distribution and 

precision of the trajectory errors in the walking scenario. These findings allow researchers to 

assess the performance and reliability of the system, providing valuable information for 

further analysis and optimization. 
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Figure 39: Cumulative distribution function of walking scenario 

 

Second scenario running: 

The second scenario entailed running along the specified line. Throughout the test, a total of 

41 samples were collected, and the testing duration was 7.62 seconds, covering the full 28-

meter path. In Figure 40, the data collected in this scenario is presented in a tabular format, 

accompanied by descriptive statistics such as the minimum, maximum, mean, and standard 

deviation. The results and statistics obtained from this scenario contribute to the overall 

assessment and analysis of the system's performance during running activities. By 

considering the minimum and maximum values, researchers can understand the range of 

measurements achieved. The mean value provides an estimate of the average position, 

while the standard deviation offers insights into the variability and precision of the 

measurements obtained during running. 
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Figure 40: Description of the data collection during running scenario. 

Figure 41 provides a comprehensive visual representation of the collected data, showcasing 

the spatial arrangement of data samples, anchors, and the line path. The visualization 

enables an intuitive understanding of the dataset. Upon examining the figure, it can be 

observed that there are fewer variations in the density of data samples along the line path 

compared to the walking scenario. However, it is worth noting that there are areas where the 

tag quality is low. The presence of metal objects in the environment can have a significant 

impact on tag quality, thereby affecting the accuracy and reliability of the measurements. 

Objects with high conductivity, such as metal, can introduce challenges such as signal 

reflections, multipath interference, or signal attenuation. Additionally, the tag being attached 

to a person introduces another consideration. The human body can absorb signals, which 

can impact the tag quality and signal propagation. This absorption of signals by the body can 

further contribute to variations in the tag quality and affect the overall reliability of the 

measurements. 
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Figure 41: Visualization of second scenario 

The trajectory error in this scenario was determined to be below 25 centimeters, with a mean 

error of 14 centimeters. Figure 42 visually displays the trajectory errors observed during the 

experiment. Upon analyzing the figure, it becomes evident that the trajectory error starts at 

around 20 centimeters and gradually decreases to approximately 1 centimeter. Following 

this decrease, the trajectory error then begins to fluctuate and subsequently increases 

towards the end of the experiment, reaching a value of 17 centimeters. 

These variations in trajectory error can arise from various factors, such as environmental 

conditions, signal interference, or limitations of the tracking system or methodology 

employed. It is important to further investigate the specific causes of the fluctuations and 

increases in trajectory error to gain a comprehensive understanding of the underlying factors 

influencing the results. 
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Figure 42: Trajectory Error for running scenario. 

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) analysis of the running scenario, as illustrated in 

Figure 43, indicates a 95 percent likelihood that the trajectory error is less than 22 

centimeters. This means that 95 percent of the collected data in the running scenario exhibit 

a trajectory error of 22 centimeters or lower. Additionally, there is a 90 percent likelihood that 

the trajectory error is less than 21 centimeters, indicating that 90 percent of the data points in 

the running scenario demonstrate a trajectory error of 21 centimeters or less. 

However, it is important to note that, in comparison to the walking scenario, the data 

collected in the running scenario are deemed to be less reliable. This suggests that the 

trajectory errors observed in the running scenario may exhibit greater variability or 

inconsistency. Researchers should carefully analyze the trajectory errors in the running 

scenario to identify potential factors that contribute to the decreased reliability of the data. 
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Figure 43: Cumulative distribution function of running scenario. 

 

Third scenario running faster than second scenario: 

In the third scenario, participants were instructed to run at a fast speed along the designated 

line. A total of 38 samples were collected during the test, which had a duration of 6.61 

seconds, covering the entire 28-meter path. Figure 44 presents the data collected in this 

scenario in a data-frame format, along with descriptive statistics including the minimum, 

maximum, mean, and standard deviation. The mean value, which is approximately 85 

percent for tag quality, represents the average performance of the tags in accurately 

estimating the position. It is worth noting that the tag quality of the two previous scenarios is 

also approximately 85 percent. This consistency in tag quality across the scenarios suggests 

that the system maintained a similar level of performance throughout different running 

speeds. 
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Figure 44: Description of the data collection during run at fast speed scenario 

Similar to previous visualizations, Figure 45 offers a visual representation of the collected 

data, providing insight into the spatial arrangement of data samples, anchors, and the line 

path. By analyzing the figure, it becomes evident that there are variations in the density of 

data samples along the line path. Some areas exhibit higher sample density, while others 

appear sparser. 

Moreover, it is important to acknowledge that areas with low tag quality are present within 

the depicted visualization. As previously mentioned, the tag quality can be affected by 

various factors such as the presence of metal objects in the environment or the absorption 

effects of the human body. Understanding the variations in sample density and the presence 

of areas with low tag quality is essential for researchers. These observations provide 

valuable information about the spatial distribution of the collected data and highlight potential 

limitations or challenges that may affect the overall reliability and precision of the 

measurements. 
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Figure 45: Visualization of third scenario 

The trajectory error in this particular scenario was found to be below 20 centimeters, with a 

mean error of 10.3 centimeters. Figure 46 provides a visual representation of the observed 

trajectory errors during the experiment. Upon examining the figure, it is evident that the 

trajectory error initially starts at around 12.5 centimeters and gradually decreases towards 

approximately 0 centimeters. This decrease suggests an improvement in the accuracy of the 

estimated trajectory. However, following this decrease, the trajectory error begins to fluctuate 

and subsequently increases towards the end of the experiment, reaching a value of 20 

centimeters. These variations in trajectory error can be attributed to various factors that may 

influence the accuracy and precision of the measurements. Environmental conditions, such 

as the presence of obstacles or signal-blocking objects, can affect the propagation of signals 

and introduce deviations in the estimated trajectory. Signal interference from other wireless 

devices or sources can also impact the accuracy of the measurements. 

Additionally, limitations in the tracking system or methodology employed can contribute to 

fluctuations and increases in trajectory error. Factors such as the positioning accuracy of the 

anchors, the quality of the received signals, or the algorithms used for trajectory estimation 

can influence the overall accuracy and consistency of the results. To gain a comprehensive 

understanding of the underlying factors influencing the observed trajectory errors, further 

investigation is necessary. Researchers can analyze the specific causes of the fluctuations 

and increases in trajectory error, consider the environmental conditions and potential 
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sources of interference, and assess the limitations of the tracking system or methodology. 

This investigation can help identify areas for improvement and guide the refinement of the 

measurement system or experimental setup. 

 

Figure 46: Trajectory Error for running scenario. 

Based on the cumulative distribution function (CDF) analysis of the running faster scenario, 

as depicted in Figure 47, it is observed that there is a 95 percent likelihood that the trajectory 

error is less than 18 centimeters. By examining the CDF and interpreting the associated 

likelihood values, researchers gain valuable insights into the distribution and precision of the 

trajectory errors in the running faster scenario. These likelihood values provide quantitative 

measures of the performance and accuracy of the system when tracking fast-paced 

movements. 
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Figure 47: Cumulative distribution function of running faster scenario. 

Fourth scenario The Sprint-Walk-Run Combination Scenario: 

In the final scenario, participants embark on an engaging journey of diverse movements. The 

scenario commences with an acceleration phase, where participants gradually gain speed 

over the first 12 meters of the designated path. Subsequently, participants transition into a 

deceleration phase, gradually reducing their speed over the next 8 meters. Afterward, 

participants seamlessly transition into a steady walking pace, maintaining this rhythm for the 

subsequent 4 meters. Finally, the scenario concludes with participants instructed to run for 

the last 4 meters, culminating the dynamic combination. 

Throughout the test, a total of 66 samples were collected, capturing the intricacies of each 

movement. The test duration encompassed 8.11 seconds, encompassing the entirety of the 

28-meter path. Figure 48 showcases the data collected in this scenario, presented in a data-

frame format. The descriptive statistics accompanying the data include essential metrics 

such as the minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation. Notably, the mean value for 

tag quality is approximately 85 percent. 
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Figure 48: Description of the data during Sprint-Walk-Run Combination Scenario 

Similar to previous visualizations, Fig.49 offers a visual representation of the data, providing 

insight of data samples, anchors, and the the line path. By analyzing the figure, it becomes 

evident that samples in the beginning test are more sparse, and the reason can be player 

accelarate and increase his speed so there would be less time to collect data. 

 

Figure 49: Visualization of fourth scenario 

The trajectory error in this particular scenario was found to be below 20 centimeters, with a 

mean error of 4.11 centimeters. Figure 50 provides a visual representation of the observed 

trajectory errors during the experiment. Upon examining the figure, it is evident that the 

trajectory error initially starts at around 20 centimeters and gradually decreases towards 
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approximately 0 centimeters. This decrease suggests an improvement in the accuracy of the 

estimated trajectory. However, following this decrease, the trajectory error begins to fluctuate 

and subsequently increases towards the end of the experiment, reaching a maximum value 

of 12 centimeters. 

 

Figure 50: Trajectory Error for Sprint-Walk-Run Combination Scenario. 

Based on the cumulative distribution function (CDF) analysis of the sprint-walk-run scenario, 

as depicted in Figure 51, it is observed that there is a 95 percent likelihood that the trajectory 

error is less than 12 centimeters. By examining the CDF and interpreting the associated 

likelihood values, researchers gain valuable insights into the distribution and precision of the 

trajectory errors in the sprint-walk-run scenario. These likelihood values provide quantitative 

measures of the performance and accuracy of the system when tracking fast-paced 

movements. 
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Figure 51: Cumulative distribution function of sprint-walk-run scenario. 
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CHAPTHER 5: Conclusions: 

• To comprehensively compare and evaluate all scenarios, we have the trajectories 

into a single figure, namely Figure 52. This visual representation allows for an 

analysis of the system's performance across different scenarios. Upon examining 

Figure 52, it becomes apparent that the trajectories closely align with the designated 

path for all scenarios. The system captures and follows the intended movements, 

highlighting its ability to accurately estimate positions throughout the diverse 

locomotion scenarios. 

• It is worth noting that the tag emitting rate for this experiment is set at 10Hz, 

capturing data at a relatively high frequency. However, as the speed of the 

movement increases, the number of valid data positions decreases. This 

phenomenon occurs due to the limitations of the tracking system in capturing precise 

measurements during high-speed motions. Nonetheless, even with this limitation, 

the system still manages to provide meaningful and reliable trajectory estimations. 

 

Figure 52: Vizualisation of the estimateed position for the 4 scenarios 
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• By analyzing the figure, it is apparent that the maximum error observed in all 

scenarios is approximately 20cm. The ability to estimate positions within a range of 

15-20cm fulfills the requirements of the sports domain and provides sufficient 

precision for tracking and analyzing athlete movements [65]. 

Figure 53 presents the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of all the scenarios, offering 

valuable insights into the performance of the system across different motion patterns and 

speeds. By analyzing the graphs, several observations can be made, providing a basis for 

meaningful conclusions. 

• The CDF graphs indicate that the walking and sprint-walk-run scenarios exhibit 

better results compared to the running and running fast scenarios. This observation 

suggests that the system's accuracy and precision in estimating positions are higher 

during walking and the dynamic combination of sprinting, walking, and running. 

These scenarios likely involve more consistent and predictable movements, allowing 

for more reliable trajectory estimations. 

• It can be inferred that the change in motion patterns of the player, such as 

transitioning from walking to running, does not significantly impact the overall results. 

This finding suggests that the system is robust and capable of effectively adapting to 

different motion patterns, providing consistent and accurate position estimations 

across various locomotion scenarios. 

• A noteworthy observation is that increasing the speed, as seen in the running and 

running fast scenarios, may lead to higher errors in the position estimations. This 

can be attributed to the shorter duration of the faster movements, resulting in a 

decreased amount of data and potentially higher variability in the measurements. 

The limited data availability at higher speeds can contribute to less precise position 

estimations and, consequently, a higher likelihood of errors. 
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Figure 53: the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of all the scenarios 
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